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CHAPTER
I
INTBODUCTION
BackgrolUld
A lmowledge of the surface area of an electrode which is taking
part in an electrochemical reaction ~s extremely important.

Theoreti-

cal analyses ot electrochemical reactions depend upon a lmowledge of
the current density, i.e.,
by

the current fiowing to an electrode divided

the surface area of that electrode.

the effective

electrolytic

Tbus, without a lmowledge of

surface &l'ea, interpretations

mental data would be very dittioult

of aperi-

if net in some cases impossible.

Since th.is study deals with the effective electrolytic

surface

areas of rough and porous silver electrodes only methods using electrochemical reactions as a basis ot surface area estimation will be
considered.

While gas-adsorption methods have been used to determine

rough and porous surface areas, they by no means refiect

the surface

area which is important to an electroch.emical reacti?n•

Bemdt (1) and

Weissman (2) present data comparing BETsurface areas of porous electrodes to electrochelld.cal surface areas.
the areas were different,

Weissmanstated that while

there as yet is not enough data on electro-

chemical surface areas of porous electrodes to make a comparison of the
relationships

involved in the diff'erences.

A review on the use of gas-adsorption methods to determine
surface areas of aetal surfaces is g,-ven by O'Connor and Uhlig (3).
1

2

Double Layer Capacitance
The most genera1 metbods tor measurement ot effective
lytic

S'lll"face areas are· those involving double layer capacitance
There are several techniques which have been used to

measurements•

determine tbe double layer capacitance
(1).

electro-

qstem

of a given electrode

McCallum and coworkers (4) used a charging curve technique

described by Haekerman (.5) to estimate tbe surface area ot nickel
electrodes.
a polarized
electrode

This technique involves applying a square wave current to
electrode

and measuring the voltage-time

on an oscilloscope

(2).

One of the most precise devises

used tor measuring double layer capacitance
(6).

response of the

Wlten the bridge is balanced,

is an impedance bridge

tbe capacitance

and resistance

com-

ponents ot the impedance can be determined (3) • A conventional
ballistic
tial

ga1vanometer has also been used to determine tbe differen-

capacitance

incremental
changed.

of polarized

electrodes

(7). In this technique tbe

charge is measured as the potentia1
The differential

charge and potential

capacitance

jumps.

of the electrode

is then calculated

from the

This is the method Berndt (1) and

Weissman (2) used to determine the electrochemical
their porous electrodes.

is

surface area of

Johnson (8) and DeLevie (9), however, ques-

tion the accuracy of this method because of problems with stray
currents and the broad range of' specific capacitances,.Af/cm 2 ,
reported in the literature
the relationship
resistance

circuit

(4).

Another potentia1

of the current to potentia1

jump method uses

in a simple capacitance-

to determine double layer capacitance.

change in current with time after

the potential

perturbation

The
is

obsel"V'edon an oscilloscope

(10)(.5).

A modif'ication of the charging

curve method called a current step or galvanostatic

technique is also

used to determine capacitance ( 11)( 12).
All these methods require

order to interpret

an electr1cal-mathema:tica1 analog in

capacitance in terms of nrtace

area.

The aptness

of the analog mu.st 'be under constant scratiny and thus tar no analog
us been reported which allows accurate extension of these methods to
nrtace

area determinations

of very- rough or porous electrodes.

Polarisation

Measurements

Outside of double l.ay9r capacitance techniques,
been

ver;y few methods derived for effective

there have

electrolytic

surface area

measurements. One method which was developed by Wranglln and Warg
uses polarization
screens (1,3).

data to estimate surface areas of nickel wire

If an electrochemical

a charge transfer

reaction is being controlled by

meehanisa across the double la79r, then the current

whioh is fiewing to the electrode has a lmownfunctional

ta the potential

and surface area of that electrode.

relationship

This relationship

is called the Tatel equation (14).
N
N

= a + b log I - b log A

= overpotenti&l

I= current
A= surface area

a, b = constants

Thus, if a, b, and N are lmown, the current now1ng to the electrode
could 'be measured. and then the surface area of the electrode could be
calculated.

Wranglln and Warg also tried
nickel and silver electrodes,

to extend this method to sintered

but they- were not successful in

4

interpreting

theirdata

in terms ot effective

surface area.

lo further

work using this method has yet been reported.
Film Thiclmess
In certain

systems films can be electrochemically

the surtace or an electrode.

It

deposited on

the tbiclmess of the film is lmownand

the total volwne of the deposited film is lmown, then the nrf'ace

area

upon which it is deposited can be calculated.

to determine the effective

Plumb used this relationship
electrolytic

(15). He

surtace area of aluminum toil electrodes

oxidized the aluminum toil

electrodes

at constant potential,

oxide films on the surface or the electrodes.

alumina

of the oxide film

forming

The thiclmess

was obtained trom a plot of the voltage drop

acl'Oss the oxide film versus the thiclmess or the film.
The total volumes of the films were calculated

ot coulombs required to passivate the electrodes.
of the electrodes were then calculated.

from the number

The surface areas

This method was not extended

to porous electrodes.
Surface Area Estimations
Three methods for effective
tions will be given here.
effective
alkaline
silver

electro]Jrtic

These methods were developed to estimate the

surface area of rough and porous silver
electrolyte.

surtace area estima-

The first

electrodes

in

two methods use the formation of the

(I) oxide film as a basis for surface area estimations.

third method uses the relationship

between potential

and current

density in the Tatel equation to estimate surface areae.

The

5
The oxide formation prevents the use of a double layer capacitance technique,

since the formation of the oxide layer not only

changes the surface area measured by the double layer capacitance
methods (16), but the specific capacitance,Jaf/cm. 2 , a.lso changes as
the oxide layer grows (17).
Model Pore Electrodes
Perhaps the most used model to describe current and potential
distribution

in a pore is that of Daniel' -Bek ( 18) • It is a simple

one-dimensional pore model in which the pore acts like a set of
resistors

connected in series.

The results

things to be expected in a pore.
inversely proportional
nat

electrode,

,

1) The current 1n

1.

to (RR)~, in contrast

which is inversely

the solution resistance

of this analysis

proportional

show two

porous media is

to the current at a
to R', where R is
/

per unit pore length and R is the electrode

impedance per unit pore length.

2) The contribution

surface deep inside a pore is negligible

for reactions

of the electrode

with a high R/

to R ratio.
Austin and Lerner have considered the reactions
mass transfer

controlled--i.e.,

diffusion

in a pore for

controlled-reactions

It was found that if there was a large supporting electrolyte
reaction
neglected.

rate was low, then the potential

(19).
or if

the

drop inside a pore could be

At high rates porous and non-porous electrodes

behave the

same.

Tobias has considered the sintered porous electrodes

to be a

matrix and has developed rather complex computor programs to describe
the behavior of these

porous electrodes

(20), but there is still

S

r

6
little

experimental evidence to support this proposed model.
It seems that there are well developed theories

areas, but because of the difficultyel.ectrode, there is relatively
support or expand existing
ing

of designing a good porous
good experimental evidence to

little

theories,

in these

as is pointed out in the follow-

quotation from DeLevie 1n his summarypaper on porous and rough

electrodes.

"At any rate,

porous electrodes,

the reasons tor the peculiar· behavior of

resw.ting from their

geometry, are now well

understood and there seems to be a greater immediate need for good
experimentation than for further
the latter

may-well be easier"

need, a model pore electrode

expansion of the theory, although

(9).

In an ef'f'ort to f'ulfill

this

system has been deTeloped and some

preliminary experiments on this system will be reported here.

CHAPTER
II

EIPERIMENTAL
Derivation of Equations and Outline of Procedures
The first

method uses a constant CUl'l"entoxidation as a

basis for surface area estimations.

Whenthe poten~l

of a silver

electrode

is recorded during a constant current oxidation in alkaline

solution,

the curve has a potential

the layer of silver

(I)

plateau du.ring the formation of

oxide (21).

oxidation showing the silver

A typical

(I) oxide plateau is given in Figure 1.

the time in minutes, t, during

The length of the plateau represents
which this reaction occurs.

constant current

The thiclmess of the surface la.yer of

the silver through which this reaction occurs is called the depth ot
penetration,

x,

and is given by the equation (22)

• ~ = ld)t

x=

a

where

x = number of monolayers of penetration

N.=Avogadro's

M = molecular weight (g/mole)

f

t = plateau length (minutes)

k = constant

D = current density (amps/am2 )

i = current (amps)

F = faraday (ooul/equ)

a

= density (g/am'J)

= surface area (am2 )

If the assumption is madethat at a given current density,
depths Gf penetration,

number

the

on the average, will be equal for smooth as
7
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Fig. 1.-Plot

current oxidation.
the first plateau.

1b
Time (min)

ot potential versus time tor constant
(A) is the point taken to be the end of
Thus 8.1 minutes is the plateau length.

1

9

well as f'or uneven surfaces, the following result is obtained 1
Assum.ethat if n1 = D2 then xi = 22, and

therefore x 1 = kD1t 1 = ld)2¼ and t 1 = "-2•
This means that if two electrodes have equal plateau lengths,

they were oxidized at the same current density and have equal depths
of' penetration.
J. standard curve of known current density versus plateau

·length, upressed

1n minutes, has beell used as a standard for compal'-

isons of surface areas of unknown electrodes,

This curve was pre-

pared from data obtained from the oxidations at various applied

currents

of smooth vapol'-deposited electrodes of knownsurface area.

The preparation of these electrodes will be discussed later.
Using

the standard curve, a cross reference to the known

current ciensity can be obtained and thus the lJDknownsurface area
may be determined,

This can be accomplished by changing the ~rent

applied to an electrode of unknown surface area until the plateau
length matches a point on this standard curve.

The ef'f'ective electro,.

lytic surface area of' rough electrodes of several types were determined as well as the effective electrolytic

surface area

of COllllll9rcial

sintered silver electrodes,
Sample Calculation
A sample calculation

for the detel'Jlination of the surface area

of' a sintered electrode is given below. A sintered eUver .electrode
with an apparent or a geometrical area of o.688cm2 is electro~ed
at a constant applied current of
the length of the first

4,ooo.-amp.The time eqUivalent

to

potential plateau is 14,4 minutes, Figure 2,

7000

i

I

6000

~
_.,,,,

5000

...

0

4ooo
-----(63)
.59)

9

~
Time (min)

15

18

Fig. 2 .-Plot
ot plateau length in minutes versu.s applied
current for sinteNJd·silver electrodes ot same geometric area.
.) • A is sample calRoughness factors given in parantheaes (
culation point.

21

11

uamp/CBf-

From the standard curve, Figure 3, a current densit,"D = 91.0
is noted fort=

14.4 minutes.
D1 = D2 = ~ = 91.0 uamp/cm.2
a2

a2 =

4,000 uamp

?

91.0 uamp/cm.2= 44,o cm-

The roughness factor is the calculated ~ace

area divided by the

geometrical area of the electrode.
- 44.o am.2
= 6<::t.4
• • - o.688ciii2
J

RF

An indication of the magnitude of the surface which is perhaps
moi-e

rneanjngful. is given by the area per unit massa

44.o cm2o.09j g

Another representation

of the surface is given by the area per un1t

volumes

= 273

cm.-1 •

Constant Potential Surface Area Estimations
The second method uses a potentiostatic
basis for the surface area estimation.

ox:1.dationas the

A constant potential

oxida-

tion is generally thought of as an oxidation in which the potential
drop across the working cell is kept constant throughout the oxidation.

In a potentiostatic

case the silver electrode-is

oxidation, the working electrode--in
held at a constant potential

its potential. with respect to a third non•working reference

this

by fixing

6oo

,-,

.500

.......

t

-ti

400

~

'S JOO

!

1

200 _\

...

~

N

100

!

6

J

9

12

1.5

Time (min)

Fig. J.--standard
curve, plot ot current density versus
plateau lengths tor silver deposited upon glass of same geometric area. o is sample calculation point.

18

21

1.'.3
electrode.

Here the re:fe.rences to constant potential

mean potentiostatic

will

always

oxidations.

If we makethe assumption which is very EZimilar to the constant
current

assumptie>n that at equal potentials

the depth of penetration,

on the average, will be equal for rough as well as smooth surfaces,
the following result

is derived.

Xi=~

Assume that at equal potential

where
q

= fidt (constant potential) = charge

k = a conversion constant

x = depth of' penetration

acceptance (mcoul)
a = surface area ( crrl-)

(in monolayers)

tberef'ore

42 = a1<12.
41

If the charge acceptance, q 1, ot an electrode ot lmownsurface
area is determined, then, using the equation above, the Sllrface area
of' an electrode ot unknownarea could be determined by multiplying
'I.he ratio of' the charge acceptances, q2/q 1, by the value.of the known
surface area, a 1• This is, of course, based on the assumption that
both charge acceptances were determined at the same potential.
The charge acceptance of smooth vapor-deposited electrodes
of lmownsurface area were compared to the charge acceptances of
various silver foil electrodes and commercial sintered silver electrodes.

The surface area of the l'Ough foil electrodes and the
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sintered

silver

electrodes

were calculated

from charge acceptances

and compared to the values obtained in the constant current method.
Peak Height Surface Area Estimation
The third method also uses a constant potential
a basis for surface area estimations.

oxidation as

As the potential

potentiostatic

oxidation is applied to a silver

line solution,

the current rises initially

in a

electrode

in alka.•

to a sharp peak

and then

drops off slowly as the oxide film which forms on the surface of
the electrode

grows to the thickness at which it causes passivation

of the electrode.

According to Vetter (23) the magnitude of this

peak is controlled

by the charge transfer

this tu.notional relationship

reaction,

between the potential

and therefore
of the electrode

and the current

density can be used to estimate the surface area of

the electrode.

If the potentials

at which

oxidised are equal, then the initial
if

the reactions

any

two electrodes

current densities

can be described by the same equation.

ing equation for surface area estimation

rill

are

be equal,

The follow-

can be developed using this

relationships
~ = a1

i2max
i 1max

•

Thus, if the magnitude of the initial
lmown for an electrode

current peak, 11, is
of known surface area, a1 , then using the

above equation one could calculate

the surface area, a2' of the

electrode of unlmownarea, f'rom the va.lues of it and 12 •
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Electronic

Circuitry

Constant Current
The first

device used ror constant current oxidations was two

45volt batteries

connected mparallel;

these batteries

(E) to the cell (B) was controlled

resistors

(A) in series with the cell.

larger Nsistances

than the intemal

the changes in resistance
the total

see Figure 4.

m drop

by placing large

By having resistors

resistance

with much

of the working cell,

o:f the working cell did not greatly attect

across the battery-.

Thie meant that the current

output of the battery- stayed essentially
oxidation.

The current from

constant through a given

The :magnitude of the current could be controlled

changing the :magnitude of the resistance

by

in series with the cell.

The current was measured using the IR drop across a 1 or 100 ohm
standard resistor

(D) which was also placed in series with the cell.

The IR drop across this standard resistor
Northra.p type K-J potentiometer.

The potential

silver electrode and a non-polarized
for the entire

silver

was :read with a Leeds and
between the working

reference electrode was recorded

(I) oxide oxidation on a Varian G11-A recorder

(C).
A model C629 constant current power supply was later

obtained

from Electronic Measurements. This power supply took the place of
the batteries

and resistors

in Figure 4.

It gave a greater current

range, 1.,aamp to JOOma, than was available

with the battery system,

and a more constant current.
Constant Potential
Two circuits

were used for the potentiostatic

oxidations.

The

-

on
01:I

/
r-..

--

(A)

Resistance

'I"'

-

(C)

(B) ~

.f.gAn04e
..

Recorder

"

pt

...

----

Cathode

(F)

K-3

'-

I-

(D)

Standard
Resistance

Fig. 4.-Detailed

...

_,,J

°'

Hg-HgO'--""

(E)
Batteries

diagram

or apparatus

used in determining

oxidation

plateaus.
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fir1;1t is given in Figure
(A) to effect

(D).

5. It used a Heath operational amplifier

potentiostatic

An operational

control of the working silver

amplifier is a high gain direct

that has the desirable

amplifier

and (2) at a constant potential

fixed

difference

is controlled

source (F).

by the value of the reference

potential

The reference electrode will stay at a constant poten-

through it.

for little

or no cu,rrent is

Therefore, if' the IR drop between the reference

electrode and the silver electrode
the potential

This is accomplished by

The magnitude of the potential

throughout the entire reaction,

passing

between the reference

cell in the feedback loop of the operational

as shown in Figure 5.

difference

output (3).

(D) and hold it at that.

value throughout the entire oxidation.

amplifier

tial

by varying its

difference

(E) and the working electrode

placing the electrolytic

current

property of keeping its inputs (1)

The amplifier will fix the potential
electrode

electrode

of the silver

is kspt constant or near zero,

electrode will stay constant throughout

the entire ~ction,
The current which flowed during a given oxidation was
recorded using the IR drop across a 100 ohm standard resistor
to determine the magnitude of the current.

The total

acceptance 1n coulombs was recorded from tb.e integral
time plot obtained by placing the inputs of

(B)

charge
of the current.-

an integration

circuit

(G) across the standard resistor.

The dotted triangle

(J) shows the placement of a booster

amplifier which was added later

to increase the output current

capacity of the system to 20 ma.

"

f '

'

I

i{Jr-:;"''

,......
I

,,

(B) ~

I

(F)

I

{El

I If
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Heath Operational Amplifier
100 ohm Standard Resistor
Platinum Counter.Electrode
Silver Foil Electrode

Fig. ,5.-Diagram

-

.

!

-

r-°

- (H)

...
(X)

I

. i~~

(Potentiostat)

0£ Potentiostat

(E) Hg-HgO Reference Electrode
(F) Constant Potential
Power Supply
(G) Philbrick P6,5 AtJOperational
Amplitier (Intergrator)
(H) Integrator
Output
(J) Booster

and Integrator

Circuit
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The second circuit
given in Figure 6.
amplitier

used for potentiostatic
circuit

(C) and the

(D) to have a commonground (24).

had a 100 ma booster amplitier

This circuit

(B) to insure that the current

required during a given oxidation would not cause saturation
amplifier.

This allowed use of electrodes

when necessary.

is

It was designed using a more stable operational

(A), and to allow the integrator

standard resistor

oxidations

of larger

The operationa1 amplifiers

the

surface area

shown in Figure 6

were obtained from Philbrick/Nexu.s Researchers.
fier required a special

o:t

The booster ampli-

network (not shown in Figure 6)

resistance

for the 100 ma mode. The booster amplifier

has a capacity of 20 ma.

Cell Design
Constant Current
to be measured in the

Since the only experimental variable

CQnstant current runs was the time required for the reaction
reach the end of the first
reference

electrode

potential

the placement ot the

plateau,

with respect to the working silver

was not critical.

The reference

electrode

electrode

used in all the oxida-

tions wai the mercury-mercuric oxide electrode.
cell chamber was made from a 250 ml beaker.

to

The constant current

It had a )-cm diameter

section 1n the bottom center which was blown into a convex downward
depression.

This depression

oxide electrode.
reference

served to hold the mercury-mercuric

A platinum wire tor electrical

electrode

A c;ylindrical

contact with the

was sealed through the bottom depression.
platinum counter electrode

constant current oxidations.

was used for all the

This counter electrode

was made so

(J)
(T'i (H)

(A) Potentiostat-Philbrick

Operationa1 Amplifier

P2.5AU

(B) Booster-Philbrick
P66A Power
Amplifier (100 ma mode)

E

(C) Integrator-Philbrick
P2.5AU
Operational Amplifier
(D) Current Recorder
(E) Constant Potential Power Supply
(F) Integrator Output Recorder
(G) 100 Ohm·StandardResistor

D

(G)
l\)

0

(H) Hg-HgOReference EJ.ectrode
(I) Silver Working Electrode
(J) PlatinWl'l Counter EJ.ectrode

F

Fig. 6.-C:ircuit

of Potentiostat

with

100 ma Booster Amplifier
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that its diameter was just less than the diameter ot the cell chamber.
The cylindrical

shape was chosen because it gave the most uniform

current distribution,

insuring a more uniform oxidation of the

electrodes.
Constant Potential
For the potentiostatic

oxidations both uniform current distri-

bution and the placement ot the reference electrode had to be taken
into account in designing a reaction cell.
current experiments, a cylindrical

As in the constant

platinum counter electrode was

chosen to give a uniform current distribution.

The reference

electrode was put into a separate chamber connected to a reaction
chamber by means of a capillary
cell is given in Figure 7.
trode and the silver
working silver
ing in potential

A cross sectional. view of the

The IR drop between the reference elec-

electrode was held to a minimum by placing the

electrode

over the capillary.

tube.

just off the bottom of the cell and centered

This was done to prevent the sU ver :f'romvar.r-

during the oxidation.

A platinum wire was sealed into the bottom of the reference
electrode

chamber for electrical

contact.

The cell itself

was

constructed of acrylic plastic.
Electrode Preparation
Vapor Deposited Electrode
The vapor deposited electrodes

were chosen to be the standard

tor comparison tor the estimation of the effective

electrolytic

surface areas ot the rough and porous electrodes.

Their preparation

22

pt

counter
electrode

Ag electrode
reference
electrode
reference
capillary

Fig. 7,.-cross

positioning

sectional view of cell with view of
of working electrode.

2.3
f'irst

entailed

the development of' a system to make vapor deposited

f'llms ot silver metal (2.5). This was f'irst done by using the
apparatus shown in Figure 8.

Silver wire was cleaned and then cut

into small lengths and looped around coiled tungsten wire.

The

tungsten coil was th.en placed between the two thick tungsten wire
leads as shown in Figure 8.

The vacuum chamber was then attached to

a vacuum line and pumped down to a pressure of approximately 10-5
torr.

The deposition of the film was allowed to continue to a point

where the glowing f"1]ament could no longer be seen through the film
of silver metal.deposited

on the inner surface of' the bell jar.

Later a larger apparatus using an oil dif'fusion system was
It is shown in Figure 9.

constrneted.

the vacuum, since it had a much larger

It gave better

control or

pumping capacity.

In this

system tantalum wire instead of' tungsten was used as the coiled
filament.

Silver wets tantalum better and tantalum wire does not

become brittle

after heating as does tungsten.

With better wetting

there was a decrease in the amount of silver which dropped off the
wire during heating.
2
Glass discs of' 18 mmdiameter (2.54 cm ) surface area were
chosen as the support for the evaporated films.
foil and acrylic plastic

Polished silver

were also used as supports, but the glass

discs were the most effective.

The plastic

was not as smooth as the

glass and gassed under vacuum, making it dif'f'icult
low enough to deposit the silver films.
cloudy and discolored films.

to get the pressure

The polished foil yielded

A special holder had to be designed
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Vacuum 10- 5 to 10-6 torr
2

.,,.,.

3

4
4

1

.5
(a)

110

V

(b)
1.
2.

J.
4.

s.

Thick tungsten wire used for leads
32 gauge tugsten
wire wund aroud 4 mmglass rod for heating
coil
Silver wire loops (.020" - 1/8" long)
Glass plate for support of objects to be coated
1/8" groud pyrex plate, sealed with high vacuum grease
Fig. 8.-Vacuum vaporization

apparatus.

2.5

Tantalum wire

Bell jar

to power supply

slide valve

liquid
nitrogen

cryoba.ffie

Valves

thermocouple gauge

diffusion
pump

water
in

water
out
Fig. 9.-Vacuum. system for
vapor deposition of silver on glass discs.

vacuum
pump
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to make electrical

contact with these film electrodes.

It is shown

in Figure 10.
Twoproblems were encountered in the development of this
procedure•

The first

was the poor adhesion of the silver

to the

The films dissolved off the glass after a few minutes of

glass.

o~dation.
discs.

This seemed to be caused by improper cleaning of the

After testing

several methods of cleaning, the best proce-

dure was found to be first

washing the discs with soap and water,

then rinsing in alcoholic potassium lcydrox:ide solution,
acetone.

Immediately after the acetone rinse,

wiped dry with lint-free

tissue.

and then in

the discs were

The rubbing of the glass puts a

charge on the surface of the discs which appears to help the

static

adhesion of the silver to the glass.

The second problem was gettingthe

film thick enough so that the oxidation would not go through the
.film

to the glass support.

This was not solved completely until

larger vacuum system was used.

to 4,000 monolayers thick.

The films were calculated

This calculation

the

to be J,ooo

was based on the

weights of the silver films.

X-ray studies of silver films produced

by vacuum deposition

that the gross crystal

indicate

produced is almost identical
plates.

structure

to that obsel"'V'edin sintered silver

Furthermore, the thicker the film deposited,

the more

nearly the surface area of the film approached the surface area of
the glass substrate
will
within

(26).

The films used in these experiments

approach the geometrical areas of the glass discs to well
experimental limits.
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(a)

Ag wire

I
I

~

(b)

Fig.10.--Glass-disc

holder.
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Foil and Wire Electrodes
The reproducibility

of the oxidations of the toil and wire

electrodes was a problem which has never been tally
eleaning proeedures were tried,

oTeroo••

Several

including some werk with electro•

polishing; but all of these gaTe onq S to 10 per cent :reproducibility
at best.

A 10 per cent reproducibility

is about what is to be e~eoted,

however, because of the inherent irreproducibility
metals (27).

The general procedure for preparation of toil electrodes

inTOlTed first
ditterent
and water,

ot the col'l'Qsion ot

punching out a disc from the toil,

diameter were used.

Two punches of

These discs were then washed with soap

They were then either scrobbed with abras1Te cleanser,

etched in dilute nitric

acid, or anodized in ammonium
hydroxide for

varying periods of time,

The electrodes were always oxidized immedi•

atel.y' after cleaning to aTOid surface oontam:1nation.
The wire electrodes were also washed 1n soap and water and
tl"eated 1n the same manner as the foil electrodes,

The length of rir9

inTolTed in a giTen oxidation was measured after each ran in order to
caloula:te the geometric surface area involTed. 1n the oJd.dation.
Sintered Electrodes
Sintered silTer plates whic,h were prepared commerc:1.al,ly
by
the Delco-Remyand Yardney Corporations were used for the estimation
of the effective

electrolytic

surface area. of porous electrodes,

Disc

electrodes of knowngeometric aJ-M were cut from these plates with the
punches used in the preparation of the f'oil electrodes,
were soaked in electrolyte

These discs

for at least ten minutes before oxidation.
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Controlled Sintered Electrodes
Sintered Powder Electrodes
As a check on the extension of the constant current surface
area estimation to sintered
sintered electrodes

or lmownor

Theseelectrodeswere

an attempt was made to prepare

electrodes,

approximately lmowntotal surface area.

then oxidized and the calculated

surface areas

were compared with the experimentally determined surface areas.
attempt to make porous electrodes

The first

imately lmown surface area involved the preparation
electrode made up of chemically precipitated
been screened

to various mesh sizes.

of known or approxof a sintered

silver powder which had

Once screened, these powders

were pressed, using pressures on the order ot 30 pounds per square
inch, onto silver wire grids.

6oo0 c for one-half hour.
in electrolyte

The electrodes were then sj,ntered at

They were then weighed and allowed to soak

for at least ten minutes and then oxidized.

screened particles

The

were also examined under a microscope to determine

their size and shape.
Sintered Spherical Powder Electrodes
These electrodes were prepared from silver powder consisting
spherical

silver particles

of lmown diameters.

powders were obtained from Particle

These spherical

94022. The powders had been

separated into various size ranges by' an air pressure
small-diameter particles
air pressures.

particles

were collected

The particle

silver

Information Service, 600 South

Springer Road, Los Altos, California,
which the heavy, large-diameter

of

nowsystem

in

were trapped and the light,
from the column at different

size ranges of the powders used 1n the
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preparation

of the sintered

electrodes

of a microscope with a vemier
the particles

are given 1n Table 1.

eye piece, the spread of diameters of

1n a given size range was determined.

Table 2, the distribution

By use

As shown 1n

is seen to be approximately gaussian.

TABLE1
CALCULATED
AND EXPERIMENTAL
VALUESOF THE SURFACEAREA PER UNIT MASS
FOR ELECTRODES
PREPARED
FROMVARIOUSSIZES OF SPHERICALPARTICLES

Range of
Particle
Diameters
(microns)

Average
Diameter
(microns)

Surface area fur unit
mass (om.2gram)
calculated
experimental

Discrepancy
(~)

6 to 9

7.5

794

457

73

9 to 18

13.5

476

290

64

18 to 36

27

238

200

19

24 to 48

36

178

171

4

TABLE 2
PARTICLE COUNTSOF SPHERICALSll,VER PARTICLES

24 to 48 micron range
number of
diameter size
1n microns
particles

6 to 9 micron range
number of
diameter size
1n microns
particles

3

46

1

10

16

39

8

9

17

33

22

8

11

26

18

7

2

20

1

6

particles

50

average 33

particles

50

average 8
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These powders were pressed into electrodes
0

600 C for ;O minutes.

The electrodes

surface area calculated.
given

and sintered at

were then weighed and the total

The formula used for this calculation

is

below•
A=-

d = diameter of particle
(>=density of silver
w = weight of electrode
A= total surface area

6w

(-'d

If' the surface area is expressed as an area per unit mass (cm.2 /gm),

the formul.a is rearranged to give the following:
area
6
=
unit mass
ed •

In this calculation

we

assume that the total

surface area is

the same as the surface areas of the spherical particles
up the electrode.

tion.

The total

particle

that make

There is a possible error evident :in this assumpsurface area will be less than the sum of the

surface areas because part of the surface of each of the

particles

will

be pressed against

its neighbors.

However, if the

radius of this contact area is smaller than the depth of penetration
of the oxide layer,

the quantity of silver oxidized will be virtually

unchanged by the contact.

Only

if the particles

are pressed or melt

together until the radii of the contact areas become large compared to
the depth of penetration,

does serious error result from this assump-

tion that the entire spherical

surface reacts.

Microscopic Axa,ndnation of the electrodes
distortion

or melting took place.

area per unit mass of sintered
size range.

Table 1 lists

showed that little
the calculated

electrode made from particles

After these electrodes

surface

of each

were sintered they were soaked :in
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electrolyte
surface

and then oxidized

to enable estimations

of the effective

area.
Model Pore Electrodes
Tw types of porous wire electrodes

was a sintered
tightly

wire electrode

electrode.

(28).

was encountered

electrode

at

to form an

in cutting

not to close off the pores between the wires.
electrodes

wire

The wires were then sintered

The wires were then out radially

Jm.ch difficulty

The first

which was made by winding silver

around a brass thimble

600 C for two hours•

were prepared.

the wires so as

The only way the

could be prepared was to out them and then anodize the
in ammoniumhydroxide until

the silver

metal covering

also affectedthe

the

pores was corroded away.

This corrosion

pore itself

and in many ways defeated

the purpose for the development of the

electrode.
The second type of porous wire electrodes
20, 10, and S mil wires placed inside
For the 20 mil electrodes
out to a uniform length.

the wires.

1.5 mmin diameter.

1 mmapart; etched into the side.
lary electrode

glass tubing.

tubing.

and

to the bundle

This was done by heating

into a glass capillary

The capillary

tube

tube had markings

A side and end view of the capil-

is shown in Figure 11.

with a side arm for electrolyte
the capillary

connection.

using

tubing.

wire was th.en attached

The wires were then fitted

approximately

capillary

seven wires were straightened

A single

of wires to serve as electrical

glass

was prepared

An extension

of glass

now had been attached

tubing

to the top of

A serum cap was then sealed to the top of the

Each wire was sanded with wet sand paper to insure
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(b)

(a)

(c)
E

4

12

8

16

20

Minutes
Fig. 11.--(a) Model pore capillary electrode (side view)
(b) End view of model pore showing arrangement of
silver wires within the capillary.
(c) Potential-time
curve £or oxida.tion in a model
pore electrode.
Current = 160 M. amp.

that each end was fiat

and the wires were all

then pressed

wires wre

on to a smooth glass

individually

which had a thin film of epoxy cement on it.
the end of the wires for fifteen

the same length.

minutes,

The

surface

A.tter the epo:x;rwas on

each wire was wiped with

tissue so as to remove any epo:x;ywhich might have protrwied

lint-free

over the edge of a given wire.

with a m:1.orosco:peshowed

Examination

that the epo:x;y covered only the ends of the wires and did not plug
any of the pores

between the wires.

Once the tube was filled

the side arm was connected to a reservoir

electrolyte,

and electl'Olyte

was allowed to now,

through the capillary

reservoir

using a gravity

electrode

and

with

of electrolyte,
feed from the

into the oxi~tion

cell.
The 10 and

S mil electrodes

were prepared

mazmer, but some of the dimensions

the dimensions

involved

to

of the system were altered

of the wires.

allow for the change in diameter

in much the same

Table

3 swmnarizes

in each of the three electrodes.
Oxidation

Run

Constant Current
First

the electrolytic

had been thermostated
reference
lyte

electrode

was added.

electro]Jrte
prepared
solution.

cell

at 20

!

was placed in a water bath which

0.01°c.

The mereur,y-mercuric

was then poured into the cell.

In all the oxidations

at constant

was 0.1 F potassium hydroxide

by dilution

of a

The fomality

with a standard

solution

oxide

Next the electrocurrant

the

which had been

50 per cent stock potassium hydroxide
of the electrolyte

HCl solution.

The cylindrical

was checked by titration
platinum

counter
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electrode was then fitted

into position and the cell was allowed to

sit in the bath until thermalequilibr1Wll

had been established.

The

constant current supply was then adjusted to the desired current, -.rid
its

outputs were placed across a dumm;y load of approxima:tc,lythe

sameresistance as the intemal resistance of the cell,
to be oxidized

was

then placed in the cell and centered with respect

to the platinum counter electrode.

The electrode was allc;,wedto stand

for five to ten minutes in the electrolyte,
was replaced by the cell.

to reach the

end

The electrode

after which the dummy load

The amount of time required for the reaction

of the first

potent~l

plateau wae recorded and tb.e

reaction was stopped.

TABLE
3
$UMMARY
OF SPECIFICATIONS
FORTHE20, 10, AND5 JUL

CAPILLARY
ELECTRODE
SYSTEMS

Wire diameter

20 mil

10 mil

'mil

Capillary diameter

1.5

1.s mm

0.7 mm

Numberof wires
Approximate pore
size
Numberof pores
Surface area per
mminto tube

DD

7

2
0.0:3.5 mm
12
2
11 mm

28

0•01 • 2

23•(19)

2
0.003 mm

34

:39
22

J,

9

J

*The number of wires used in this electrode was 2:3, however,
theoretically only 19 are needed to give a close-packed arre.ngement
of wires in a o.7 mmdiameter tu.be.

J6
Constant Potential
The potentiostatic

reaction cell was also thermostated at

20? 0.01°c (see Figure 7).

The entire cell, including t..b.ereference

electrode chamber, was placed in the water bath.

The mercury-

mercuric oxide electrode was poured into the reference chamber. The
reaction chamber, reference chamber, and capUlar,y tube were then
filled

with O.1 F potassium hydroxide solution.

The reference chamber

was then plugged with a neoprene stopper and the electrolyte
reaction chamber was withdrawn,
was then filled

using a pipet.

with 0.1 F potassium ~xide

The reaction chamber
solution which had been

saturated in silver (I) old.de to prevent dissolution
formed during oxidation reaction.

in the

ot the oxide f1l.m

The electrode to be oxidized was

centered over the capillary tube opening in the reaction chamber, just
off the bottom of the chamber. The reaction was started and allond

to

run until the current had dropped to a constant background o,n-rent on
the order of 40 Mamps/cm.2 • Af'ter the reaction was complete, the
electrode was removed and the integrator

was standardized, using a

knownconstant current of 1 ma. This standardization

allowed the

readings on the recorder scale to be converted to total charge in
coulombs directly.

CHAPTER
III
RESULTS
ANDDISCUSSION
Constant Current Standard Curve
The standard curve which was used as a basis tor comparison and
of the effective

calculation

surface area was constructed from the

data obtained from the oxidations of the 18 mmvapor-deposited
The curve is given in Figure J.

electrodes.

.film

The reproducibility

of

the points is good and ranges from J to 7 per cent, as can be seen
in Table 4.

These film electrodes were assumed to have an ideally

smooth surface, i.e.,

their effective

equal to their geometric area.

electrolytic

surface area was

The current density was therefore

calculated by dividing the applied current by the geometric surface
area of tb.e glass discs used to support the films.

The times are the

times required for the oxidation to reach the end of the .first
potential

plateau.
Constant Current SUr.t'aceArea Estimations
Vapor-Deposited Electrodes

A larger electrode of lmown surface area was used to check the
standard curve. Twenty-two millimeter diameter glass discs (J.80 cm.2
surface area) were prepared in the same manner as the standard electrodes.

These discs were then oxidized and the plateau length was

compared and matched with the point of equal plateau length on the
standard curve.

The effective

electrolytic
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surface area was then
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calculated.

The results

of this calculation

are given in Table ,5. The electrolytic
within

for two applied currents

surface area is seen to agree

3 per cent of the geometric surface area.

TABLE
4
REPRODUCIBILITY
OF OXIDATION
RUNS
TEMPERATURE
20°C
Current Density
(-µ._amp/~)

Plateau Length
(minutes)

Numberof
Runs

80.8

19.6

6

! 3.5<1,

97.9

13•.5

5

!

101

11.1

4

: J.2'1,

158

6.2

4

!

236

3.2

4

! 4.3%

355

1.85

4

! 2.rn,

590

.85

4

! 6.(1/,

Deviation

2.rn,

2.~

Foil and Wire Electrodes
The resuJ.ts of the oxidations of foil and wire electrodes
given in Tables ,5 and 6.
lytic

The roughness factor (effective

are

electro-

surface area divided by geometric surface area) detemined for

electropolished

foil of 1.09, Table 6, agrees within 2 per cent with

the roughness factor detemined by Plumb (1.5) for polished aluminum
foil.

The roughness factor for unpolished silver foil,

Table 5, of

1.1 to 1.J compares favorab]J with the roughness factor for nickel
foil,

1.3 to 1•.5, determined

by McCallumand co-workers (4) using a

double layer capacitance method. Plumb (15), who used a constant

TABLE5

SURFACE
.AREA.
ESTIMATION

Dtm

Type of Surface

Current

(Mamp)

Surface Area
Ge:,tric
Experim~l

Roughness
Factor

deposited upon
glass disc (22 mm, di.a.);
two current densities

6o3
902

3.ao
).80

3.76
3.a2

0.99
1.01

Unpolished silver £oil
cleaned with soap and
water, varied area and
current density

6o2
6o2

6300

2.54
2.54
19.6o

910
910

s.oo

).30
2.79
21.67

.5.00

4

Delco-Renw sintered
silver soaked in electrolyte for 10 min1 current density constant

3.500
3.500
3.500

o.688
o.688

5

Yardney sintered silver
soaked in electrolyte
for 10 min; constant
current density

3500

o.688

1

2

3

Silver

Silver wire, cleaned
with soap and water;

current density constant

91-0

).500
3.500

5.00

o.688
o.688
o.688

Area
Per Unit

Ma~s

/g)

(cm

Area
Per Unit
Vol~e
(am- .)

• •

• •

1.30
1.10
1.10

• •

••

....
...

• •

.5.14
5.23
.5.02

1.0.5
1.06
1.01

• •
• •

• •

• •
•••
• •

42.00
43.6o

44.oo

63.40
63.00
63.20

469
466
468

273
271
272

40.80
40.40
40.60

.59.40
.59.10
.59.20

.584
.581
.582

341
339
339

• •
ll

e.

• •

v.)

\0

4o
technique, reported a roughness factor of 1.2 to 1.8 for

potential

unpolished aluminum foll.

The roughness factor for silver wire,

Table 5, of 1.01 to 1.05 is also reasonable.
electrodes

Most workers use wire

as standards, assuming a roughness factor of 1.00 for

double layer capacitance methods (7)(29).

TABLE
6
SURFACE
ARF.AF.STIMATION
OF SILVERELECTRODES
OF VARYING
SURFACE
ROUGHNESS
BYTHECONSTANT
CURRENT
Ul'HOD

Electrode

Type

Geometric
Area of Applied Plateau
Electrode Current Length

(cm2)

(Mamps)

(min)

(~s )

Silver-on ...glass
(vapordepos-

2.54

• •

•••

Electropolished
f'oU

2.63

JOO
;300
300

1,5.83 3.00
15.21 2.76
1.5.68 2.81

2.63

1200
1200
1200

ited)

Foil etched in
6N mm

(120 a,c.)

Foll etched 1n
6N HNO~

(10 se .)

2.63

a.2.5
6.50

• •

8.89
7.89

6.75 8.06

500

6.55 3.31

500

7.50

.500

7.00

3.48

3.55

Surface
Area
Average Average
Deviation
V~e
(

)

ci>

2.54

• •

2.86

'! l'

8.21

t~

;3.44

! l'

Sintered Silver
The results

of the oxidations and surface area estimations of

the Delco-Remy and Yardney sintered
Table 5 and Figure 2.

silver electrodes

are given 1n

The measurements for these electrodes were

extended over a wide range of current densities,

as can be seen in

41

Figure 2.

Ma.ch.b.igher currents were used because of' the increased
The roughness factors ot

surface area of' these sintered electrodes.

59 and 6J reported. in Table 5 were determined in the region of smaller
current

now.

At higher values of the applied current,

factors became small.er.

The variation

the roughness

of these roughness factors as

a function of applied current can be explained in part as the result

or internal

shielding or electrolyte

ing or electrolyte

depletion.

Any internal ..,shield.-

depletion would cause a loweril'lg

or the

ef'f'eotive

surface area as well as cause a greater error in the asswnption that
the depth of penetration

was equal on the surface of the electrode as

well as in its interior.

The IR drop in a pore is negligible

only'

when the rate of the reaction is sl011'and there is no depletion of the
bulk electrolyte

It at the lower rates the IR drop inside the

(9).

electrode is SUl&l.l,then the depth of penetration

inside the porous

electrodes will be nearly equai to that cm its surf'ace.
in Figure 2, the ettective

As can be seen

surface area as expressed by the roughness

factors did become constant in the lower current ranges tor both
sintered electrodes•
Sintered Powder Electrodes
The results
tered electrodes

of the oxidations of these specially
are given in Table 7.

prepared sin-

The pressure used in the forma.-

tion of the electrodes and the weight of powder used were kept constant;
therefore,

the variation

in the effective

should be solely a function of particle

electrolytic
size.

surface area

As indicated in Table 7,

the expected trend with change in particle size as observed. The
surface area dropped from 2.50 om2/g to 100 c,/,/g as the average

TABLE7
EXPERIMENTAL
VALUESOF THE SURFACE
AREAPER UNIT MASSFOR

EIECT.RODES
PREPARED
FROM
SCREDlED
SILVERPOWDER

Particle mesh size ot
powder used in forming
of electrode

Average diameter
of particles

Weight of
electrode

Effective electrolytic
surface area of elec-

Area per weight

(1)

270 P 32.5

.048

.1402

3.5.a

2,50

(2)

2.50 P 270

.0.5.5

.1924

33.6

170

(:3)

140 P 170

.079

.2700

28.•2

100

(mm)

(gm)

trode

(cm2)

ccr/-/gm)

t
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diameter of tb.e silver particles
These screened particles

ot such irregular

increased from 0.0.5 mmto

o.08mm.

were found upon microscopic exam1nat1onto be

shape that 1:,heydid not lend themselves to a calcu-

lation of surface area per particle,
ships between changes in particle

and

thus no quantitative

size and effective

relation-

surface area were

established.
Sintered Spherical POllderElectrodes
The results ot the comparisons made between oal.culated and
ezper:lmentally deter.mined surface areas in electrodes made from
spherical particles

are given in Table 1. The percentage error for

the smaller siZe ranges (6 to 9 microns) is nm.chgreater than for the
large siZe ranges (24 to 48 microns).
silver particles
a filling

Since there is a;pansion ot tb.e

as silver oxide is formed, there is the possib111ty of

of the holes 1n an elec~rode if the depth. of penetration is
As the particle

sufficient.

siZe decreases, the dimensions ot the

open spaces or pores in the electrode also decreases.
smaller particles,
in a filling

Therefore, with

a fixed depth of oxidation is more likely

to result

of tb.e open spaces than is the case with larger particles.

It appears probable that entire regions of an electrode prepared from
sutficiently

small particles

can be made electrochemicalq

inactive by

being sealed off from the remainder of the electrode.
Calculations made for electrodes prepared from particles
siZe that

we

of the

used indicate that the volume increase ranges from about

2 per cent for the largest particles
smallest particles.

to about 5 per cent for the

Since even close packing of spheres gives about

26 per cent open space, it is evident that all holes or pores in the

44

electrodes are not in any case being filled
smaller particles

by oxide formation.

Milch

would be required.

Since the electrodes were not force filled

with electrolyte,

discrepancies in the surface areas for the electrodes with small
particles

may

small pores.

be caused by non-penetration of electro~
Potassium ~de

f'orms beads when placed u.pon a new

vacaum-deposited silver surface or on a cl~
indicates that the electrolyte

into the

silver toil,

which

does not wet silver to any great extent.

Thus the non-penetration of electrolyte

mto small

pores appears to be

a real possibility.
There is also the increased probability
distribution

of an unff8D. current

within the electrode ot smaller pores (19). The rate at

which the small pore electrode sbou.ld be oxidized to JDinjmjzethe IR
drop effects

of the pores will be much less than the rate needed for

larger pore systems.
The particles

of silver in the large s1ze range (diameters of

24 to 28 microns) have about the same size as the irregularly
particles

used in commercial sintered silver electrodes.

shaped

the surface

area per unit mass for the electrode made from these particles was
171 cm2/ g. Surface areas for two commercial sinte;'ed electrodes were
2/g, Table .5, or about three times the area of the
469 and ,584 cm.
electrode made with the spherical silver particles.
be

This increase can

u;plained in terms of the much larger surface area of the irregular'.b'

shaped particles.

4S
Constant Potential
Be£ore the ~ace

Curve

area esti:mtions were •de,

the charge

acceptance as a function or applied potential had to be plotted 1n an
attempt to find a potential
nearly constant.

range

where the charge aoc,eptance was

The charge acceptance per unit area of SlllOothvapor-

deposited f'ilm electrodes as a function of applied potential

is given

in Figure 12 • There is a rapid rise ot charge acoeptaoe with po'ttntial
up to a value of approximately

60 mcoliJ,./ag{at 0.30 volt.

followed by a drop in charge acceptance a, the potential
increase.

This is

to

contm•s

From 0.32 volt to 0.37 volt the charge acceptance appears

to be neu'ly constant.

After a minimum 1n charge acceptance at o.42 v

volt the charge acceptance increases to 160 mcoul./J-, at 0.52 volt.
The charge acceptance decreases again with increasing potential.
potentials

The

are expressed with reference to a ag/BgOstandard electrode.

The unusual shape of the charge acceptance ver~

applied po'tetial

curve will be discussed 1n depth 1n the section ot this d1,sertation
potentiostatic

oxidations of silver.

selected for the potential

A potential

on

of 0.32 volt as

for the 81U'facearea estilu.tione

Constant Potential Surface Area EetP!:M:ons
Foil Electrodes
A comparison run on toil discs or two ditterent

was made to check the self'-consistency
area estimation.
accuracy.

The results

aJ"8

size were made at constant current,

t

3 per cent.

of' the potentiostatic

nrtaoe

in agreement within e:x;periment,-1

They are given 1n fable 8.

surface area of

geometric areas

Four

Four runs on electrodes of each

giving a reproducibility
NU

1n

were also made at an identical
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16o

-

1J120

1
8

t8
0

◄

0

80

~
J
0

40

0,325

o.~s o.~s

Potential (volts)

o. 75

0,.525

Fig, 12,--Charge acceptance ~r unit area of silver-on•
glass electrodes as a function ot applied potential,
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applied potential

~n electrodes ot each •1-e, giving a reproducibUity

in the total charge acceptance of?

lytic

7 per cent,

The effective eleoti-o-

surface areas ot the small discs were then oa.lculated u1irlg ttie

equations
q (\Ullmow.n)
q (standard)

a (unknown)= a (standard)
q

The electrolytic

= total 011$.i,ge
(mco'QJ.),

area of the larger disc detel"llt\ned.by tbe oonstant

current method was taken to be the surface a~

of the etandard in the

above equation.
'l'ABl,B8

COMPARISON
OF FOIL ELECTBOJ>IS
IN CONSTANT
CtJRRalTAND
POmTIDSTATIC SUR.FACE
AREA
ESTIMATIONS

Foil electrodes olea?l-ed Foil electrodes
by electropoJ.1,sh:\,ng cl~ed byelec~
(2.54 qr)
polishing (,688

)

Effective electrolytic
surface area at
constant current
Total charge passed in
oxidation

100 mcoul

Ettective electrolytic
~ace
area at
constant potentia1

t

71>

27 mcoul'! 71>
0.770

~

+

.QDr". -

f'Jdtf*
,,,,

*Assumedto be the eame as the constant cur:r.-ent
va,lue. That
is, this electrode was used as the standard 1n tbi=, comparl,so:n.
**Value calculated using equation.

Comparisonof Constant Current a,ndCo~stant :Potential
A comparison of' the effective electrolytic
electropolished

surface a:reas of

foU and etched f'oU electrodes determined by the con-

stant cnu-rent and by the constant potential

methods is given 1n Table 9.

The results of' the potent1ostat1c oxidations are given 1n Table 10.
As can be seen 1n Table 9, the constant potential method yields higher

l'OUghnesafactors 1n aU cases.
TABLE9

COMPARISON
or CONSl'.ABT
CURm't ANDCONSTANT
POTIITIALME'lSOl>I
FOR
DBTIRMDING
SUBFACE
ARIASAIDBOUGBRBSS
FAC'l'ORS

OFSILVIRELICTBODFB

Geometric
Area of
Electrode

B.tteotive Bleotro1Tt1o
Surface Area ( or-)

Constant
Current
Method

(cmt')

Constant
Potential
Method

2 •.54

2 •.54

2•.54

EJ.ectropolished foil

2.63

3.29

FoU etched
1n 6N
HN03(120
sec.)

2.63

2.63

Silvel'I-Onflass
vapor
deposition)

Foil etched
1n 6N
HN0:3(10
sec,)

Rougb.ne11Factor

Constant Con.tant

Potential Cw:Tent
Method. Method

.oo

1.00

2.86

1.2.5

1.09

10.7

8.21

4.1

,.1

5.6

3,Li4

2.1

1.3

"t

TABLE10
CHARGE
ACCEPTANCE
AT CONSTANT
POTENTIAL
OF STINER ELECTRODES
OF VARYING
SURFACE
ROUGHNESS.
POT:lmTIAL,-0.320 't 0.003 VOLTSVERSUS
Hg-HgOREFERENCE

Electrode
Type

Geometric
Area of
Electrode
(cm2)

Average

Charge
Acceptance
Per Unit

96
86
116

110

43

t 15

Charge Acceptance
Several Determinations
(millicouloinbs)

96

Calculated
Surface
Area

Silver-onglass
(vapor
deposition)

2 • .54

Electropolished
foil

2.63

136
157

131
155

170
106

142

54

t 16

2.63

483
437

496

4ll8

466

177

t 5

10.7

2.63

242
218

235

268

241

92

t 10

.5.6

Foil etched in

6NBN03

(120 sec.)

Foil etched in

6NHNO

(10 set)

117
108
152
131
91

Average
Value
Area
Deviation
(mcoul.) (mcoul./cuf')
ci>

108
88

141
96

101

2.54

(Standai,l)

3.29

g
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Comparison For Sintered Silver Electrodes
The results

of the experiments comparing surface area estima-

tions by constant current charging and by potentiostatic
given in Table 11.

charging are

From the constant current data and the assumption

that the current densities

equal, the effective

are equal because the oxidation times are

electrolytic

S\U"face area of a sintered

eilver

electrode is oalculated.1

The corresponding roughness factor is
RF
•

The constant potential

.

40

cm2

• = o.688om2;:

C:Q

.l'J•

again yields a higher roughness !actor,

81, than

the constant current method, ,58. Dirksec (30), using the constant cur-

rent method, determined roughness factors tor sintered sine electrodes.
Values from 7 to 28 were reported,
concentration
dissolution

of electrolyte

depending on the temperature and

used in a given oxidation.

Because the

rate of zinc oxide is much greater than that of silver

oxide, Dirkse had to use high rates which resulted

in very short plateau

lengths in order to minimize any error from oxide dissolving
surface of tb.e electrode.

(I)

off the

As can be seen in Figure 2, these short

plateau lengths would tend to produce a roughness factor lower than the
max1mumvalue.

The depth of penetration

of a reaction normal to the open end

of a pore will in part be a function of the reaction taking place
inside the pore and the rate at which the reaction takes place (20)J
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TABLE 11

COMPARISON
OF SURFACE
AREA
ESTIMATIONS
FORSINTERED
SILVERELECTRODES
USINGCONSTANT
CURRimT
VERSUS
POTENTIOSTATIC
MlffirOD
Constant Current
Current

Plateau Length

Average Plateau

Dev.

electrode
( •688 Clff-)

49.55
495.5
49.5.5

9.36 = T1

+ 4

4955

9•.50
9.30
9.2.5
9.40

Standard electrode
(glass discs
2•.54~)

319
.319
319
319

9.00
9.80
9.20
8.75

9.10 = T2

!

Electrode Type

(M.amps)

Sintered silver

(min)

Length (min)

(~)

-

10

Potentiostatie
Electrode Type

Potential

(volts)

Sintered silver
electrode
( •688 Clff-)

.3560
.3560
.3.560

Standard electrode
{gl.as~scs

.3560
.3560

2.• .54

.3560

.3.560

)

.3560

Charge Acce)tance (mcoul

6595
6550

Ave. Charge
Acceptance
(mcoul)

6570

6.570

281
272
270
269

273

6575

Dev.
(~).

ComparisonFor Sintered Silver Electrode
Constant Current
Area= 40

J.

RoughnessFactor= 58

Constant Potential
Area• 61

J.

RoughnessFactor= 81

.52
i.e.,

the lower the rate the greater

into the

the depth of penetration

In Figure 2 we can see that as the rate of the reaction

pore.

is

lowered, the surface area does have a constant maximlm value.
been shown that at low rates

of oxidation

(I) oxide will cause significant

silver

in the constant

oxidation

potential

the rate of dissolution

and the length

oxidations.

of oxidation

of

(J1). The rates of

error

were lower than the

oxidations

used to determine the surface area in the constant

rates

It has

time was twice that

current method

of constant potential

This my acco'UJlt for the higher surface area determined b;y

the constant potential
have caused an error

method, because dissolution
in the determination.

of the oxide may

The oxidations

at constant

potential were carried out in elect:rolyte saturated in sUV9r (I)
to preftnt:signitioant

oxide in an effort

ho119T9r, that it the solutions

Dirkse states,

were, the solutions will not remain saturated
species in solution

will

()2).

oxide dissolution

decompose, giving

are filtered,

as these

because the silver

o~en

and metallic

silver

())).

Plumb, in his wrk on the alllllinum oxide electrode,
thiolmess

of the film formed in an oxidation

or resolving
yielding
tial

power of the surface area estimation,

higher resolution

method.

1;han

Therefore, ·the constant

according to Plumb, give higher· resolution
surface estimation.

affect

the resolution

the thicker

films

( 15). The films formed in the constant poten-

method are 50 per cent thicker

current

will

states that the

The rough electrodes

when determined b;y the constant

potential

films formed 1n·the constant
potential

method

woul.d,

and hence a more· accurate

also had a higher surface area
method rather

than b;y
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the constant current method. Perhaps the constant potential

method

resolves roughness that the constant current method can not.

Peak Height Suri'ace Area EstiJJJations
The results

of the peak height surface area estiJJJations are

given in Table 12.
etched toil

The silver toil

electrodes

rubbed with abrasive paper and the

appear to give roughness factors which are near

the val.ues determined by the other two methods, 1.03 and 1•.56
The value of 1.4 for sintered silver electrodes

respectively.
unreal.istic

at first.

seems

Theories on oxidation in pores do, however, agree

with this type of behavior for a porous electrode.

If' the initial

rate ot a reaction is high, a porous electrode will act just like a
non-porous electrode ot the same surface area ( 9).
time plot typical of a potentiostatic

A current versus

oxidation of a sintered

silver

electrode is given in Figure 13. Curve A. is a smooth electrode and
curve B 1s a sintered electrode.

'l'he current fiowing to the smooth

electrode drops off in a continuous fashion to a constant background
current.

The current fiowing to the sintered electrode drops off

until the reaction moves :lnto the pores,
and then drops slowly

to

it increases again

a constant background current.

The values for the surface areas determined by the peak height
method are still

lower than would be expected 1n light of the charge

acceptance data.

A possible reason for this is the use of a recorder

to measure the magnitude of the current peak.

The pen response of the

recorder may not have been fast enough to respond to the signal.

1.2

1.0

.- o.a

-

11
~

r-1

o.6

0

o.4 I

rz.

1

\

\

':e

0.2

1

2

J

4

5

20

25

JO

35

4o

45

Time (min)

oxidation of silver surfaces at a
Fig. 1}.-current
now in the electrolytic
constant potential
of 0.,320 volt.
A. Silver-on-glass
electrode from vapor deposition.
B. Sintered silver electrodes-Delco
Remy.
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TABLE
12
SURFACE
AREAESTIMATION
FROM
PEAKCURRENTS
IN THEOXIDATION
OF SILVER
ELECTRODES
AT CONSTANT
POTENTIAL
(0•.320t 0.00.3VOLT vs.
Hg/HgO_REFEftmtCE)

Electrode
Type

Peak
Area
Geometric
Peak Current
Current Average Average Calculated RoughArea of
Electrode Observed Value Deviation from Peak ness
Current Factor
(cm2)
(ma)
(ma)
(~)

Silver-.onglass

(om2)

2.54

4.oo
4.oo

3.95

4.oo

t 0.5

4.09

~

6.2.5

5.57

2.54

1.00

2.7

1.03

-.t5

4.1

1.56

!4

0.96

1.40

4.05
Silver foil
rubbed
with abrasive paper
Foil etched
in 6N

BN0.3(120
sec.)

2.6.3

(Delco

R8lll3")

4.20

4.05

1.5

6.75

2.6.3

.s.so
6.40
6.05

.5.eo

Sintered
silver
electrodes
soaked 1n

0.1 N KOH

4.oo
4.10

5~10

5.60
s.eo

o.688
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Model Pore Electrode
The results
electrode

or the preliminary

are given in Figures

made of the electrode

experiments using the capillary

11 and 14.

Visual observations

during the oxidations,

recorded cont:inuous]Jr • Figure 11 includes

and the voltages

were
were

a plot of the potential•

time curve obtained with. the model pore electrode

at 160 .'-lamps

applied

plot of a non-porous

silver

current.
electrode.

rapidly

rises

2 cm).

When tb.e current

is first

applied,

of the silver

wires deep into the capillary

In region B the current

:increases linear]Jr

a dark brown oxide (Ag20) grows longitudinal]Jr
linear

:increase in voltage

transport
(18).

resistance

as the reaction

by further

with time, and

into the pore.

The

proceeds deeper into the pore

change in region C~ The linear

region D

growth of dark brown oxide and the appear-

ance of a black oxide (AgO) at the open end.
into the pore.

(at

is probab]Jr caused by :increase in mass

There was no observable

is characterized

first

the voltage

(region A), and a very thin brown film is observed to

cover the surface
least

Figure 1 gives a potential-time

This black oxide grows

The black oxide is not visually

minute or so of region D.

apparent during the

The brown and black oxides appear to

grow at the same rate.

Figure 14 shows a plot or the depth of penetra-

tion into the capillary

tube versus time..

The max:1:mwn
depths reached

into the pores by Ag2o and AgOwere about 10
o:icygenevolution
the evolution

1lllll

and 4 mmby tb.e time

began at the tip of the capillary

tube.

In region E

of oJcygen is clear]Jr evident.

From the oxidations
Table 13, some general

of the electrodes

statements

or different

about the effect

pore size,

of pore size can

10

--m

8

~

0

-rl

,+)
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,+)
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~
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A
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3
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9

12
Time (min)

1~

Fig. 14.--Plot of depth of penetration
into pore versus oxidation
20 mil wire a.t 240 M amps. {A) is silver (I) oxide.
(B) is silver (II)
(C) is oJcygen.
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•

time for
oxide.
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TABLE13

OXIDATIONS
OF K>DELPOREELECTRODES
AT VARYING
APPLIEDCONSTANT
CURRENTS

Time

Wire Size

Current

1

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

160
160
160
160
160
160
200
200
200
240
240
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
250
250

(min)

4

8
12
16
20
1
4
8
1
4
1
4
8

12
16
20

24

28

1

4
8

12
16
1
4
8

1
4
8
12
16
20
28

1
4

8
12
16

28

(mil)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

s

5
5

s

(uamp)

Depth of Penetration Normal To Pore Opening
Silver (I)
Silver (II)
0::JcyTgen
Oxide
Oxide
(mm)

(mm)

2.00

4.oo
5.75
9.00
9.50

2.50

5.00
6.50
2.50

5.50
0.60

2.25
J.80
4.70
6.oo
6.90

7.50

8.10

0.75
3.50

250
250

4.20

300
300

1.50

0.75

J.60

3.90
0.75

yes

2.00

yes

1.00
1.60
2.00
2.30
2.50

yes

-

...

250

5.30
5.70

JOO

4.50

3.30

0,30

o.40

.,

50

1.70
3,50
6.oo
7.90

o.40

8.90
0.70
3.10

.,,
.,.

50

50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75

8.40

5.00
6.30

8.40

8,70

-

2.25

1.30
1.ao
2 •.00

so
50
so

yes

.,.

1,30

.,.

yes
yes

0.20

0..-60
0,80
1.30

yes

0.50
1.20
1.60
2.00

yes
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be

.A.stb.e pore size decreases, the depth ot penetration

•de.

pore of both .A.g(I) and .A.g(II) oxide decreases.

The results

into the

of the

oxidations of tb.e three electrodes described in Table 3 are given in
Table 14.

The reaction current density-i.e.,

the applied current

divided by the surface area which is covered by .A.g20-is approximately

the same for oxidations of equal plateau length regardless of pore
size, Table 14. This serves to support the constant current method
of surface area estimation that assumes that at equal plateau lengths
the current densities

an equl.
TABLE
14

CALCULA.TIOB
OF REACTIONCURRENT
DENSITYFBOMOXIDATIONS
OF THREEH:>DELPORE
AT CONSTANT
CURRENT
CAPILLARY
ELECTRODES

Electrode size

20 mil

10 mil

5 mil

mmof pore

11 mm

22 mm

9 mm

Applied current

75 uamp

200 uamp

50 uamp

Plateau length

5 min

5 min

5 min

Depth of penetration of
oxide layer into pore

2.a mm

3.3 mm

2.0 mm

Total surface area used
in reaction

:,0 mm.2

Reaction current density

2.5 uamp/~

Surface area per

2

73 2
2 • 7 uamp/n.

2
18 mm

2.7 uamp/n.

2

The experimentation with these electrodes is only preliminary.
The electrodes

seem to otter an excellent way to study the effects of

pores, not only on the silver alkaline system, but on llWJJ"other
electrochemical systems.

They offer controlled pore size and geometry

60
with a forced electrolyte

now. The design

also limits end ef"f'ects,

which is important, since most theories neglect end effects 1n their
derivations

(18)(19)(20). 1'b.ese electrodes also otter the opportun-

ity for a visual analysis of' the system under study.
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CHAPTER
I
mTRODUCTION
Background
Since the silver

oxide electrode

in battery

is used extensively

work, considerable research on the mechanisms and type ot reactions
which occur during the oxidation of this electrode has been carried
out.

A detailed

swamary of this work will not be presented here, since

the majority of this research has been carried out under constant
current conditions and the work to be presented here deals with
potentiostatic
the results

conditions.

Reviews by Dirkse and by McMillan give

ot the majority of these constant current studies (1)(2).

It is generally accepted that the oxidation at constant current
proceeds first
basically

with the formation of a silver

a cubic type stro.cture.

arrangement of silver

It has a face-centered

atoms or ions interpenetrated

cubic arrangement of 0X37genions (3)(4).

cubic

by a body-centered

The texture and thickness of

these deposits have not been well characterized.
silver

(I) oxide which is

The primary layer of

(I) oxide has been stated to be coherent (.5), discontinuous

(6), or composite (7).
The second stage of the oxidation at constant current is the
formation of' silver

(II) oxide.

The structure

of silver

(II) oxide

and the mechanism of growth of this oxide are not as yet well defined.
It is believed to be a mixture o:r silver
64

(I), and silver

(III)

ions

6.5

which are coordinated with four o:icygena.toms (8).
formation of the silver
silver

(II) oxide is believed to be a conversion of

(I) oxide to silver

between silver

(II) oxide which takes place at the interface

(I) oxide and the solution

(9).

Oxidation

Potentiostatic
It!is

The method of

believed that potentiostatic

oxidations rather than

constant ~urrent oxidations will be more meaningtul in the elucidation
of the me~anism of the oxidation of the silver electrode in alkaline
This is because of the fundamental importance of the

electro~•
potentiallin

the electrocrystallization

of oxides on metal elec-

trodes (1Q).

ontY
two papers

alkaline

.,1ution

on potentiostatic

oxidations of silver in

have been found in the literature

There

(11)(12).

have alsoibeen a few papers that dealt with continuously changing
potential

land constant or controlled

data or ~terpretation
i

of results

potential

oxidations,

but litt1e

were given in the papers (1,3)(14)(1.5).

Th~ most complete work to date on the potentiostatic

oxidations

of silver jis by Fleischmann and Thirsk (12) • They studied the topography anq. growth of silver
constant ~t
dif'fractitjn,

(I) and silver

and potentiostatic
and electron

(II) oxide formed under

conditions using x-ray,

microscopy•

They reported two stages of

growth fo~ the silver

(I) oxide.

oriented qrystallites

forms on the surface.

growth octjurs from preferred
represen~
acceptanc~.

First,

electron

a thin film of randomly
Second, a more ordered

sites on this film.

only about 20 millicoulombs per

er/-of

The initial
the total

layer
charge

According to neischmann and Thirsk, it is the migration/

66
of ions through this

diffusion

the reaction
the total

on the surface.

charge acceptance

thin

versus

(II)

but they did for silver

region

they found a sharp drop-off
potential.

and Jasinski.

oxide.
silver

applied

controls

potential

the extent

in total

o:f'

complete data on
tor silver

In the silver

oxide.

This is. consistent

(II)

charge acceptance

with the results

(I)
oxide

with

of Malacheslcy'

(11).

Malacheslcy' and Jasinski
acceptance

that

They did not present

oxide,

increasing

layer

versus

applied

The potential

presented

potential

for both silver

range ran from that

(I) oxide to that

required

however, make any interpretations

data for the total

and silver

which would .first

to evolve o~en.
o:f their

(I)

data.

charge

produce

They did not,

(II)

CHAPTER
II
EXPERIMmTAL
Potentiostatic
The electronic
tiostatic

oxidations

the first

section

circuitr,y

Oxidations

and cell design used for the poten-

were the same as described

of this

dissertation.

The manner in which the oxidations
same as discussed

earlier.

hydroxide solution

electrode

electrode.

with silver

(I) oxide to

The reference

oxide electrode.

All the oxida-

! .01°c.

The types of electrodes

and wire electrodes.

The range of potentials

out at 20

required ju.st to produce silver

the electrode

out is also the

used was a 0.1 F potassium

of oxide from the electrode.

tions were carried

from that

The electrolyte

was the mercury-mercuric

were abraded foil

were carried

which had been saturated

prevent dissolution

in Figures 6and 7 ot

and the integral

were

(I) oxide on the surface

to that required to evolve o~en
The current

used

at the surface

of' the current

of

of' the

were recorded

for all oxidations.·
Potential
These oxidations
as described

earlier.

during an oxidation,
throughout
constant

were also carried
Instead

reference

out under the same procedure

of' keeping the potential

however, the potential

a given oxidation.
potential

SweepOxidations

ns

constant

continuously

changed

This was accomplished by replacing

the

source (D), Figure 6, with a continuously

67
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changing potential
a variable

ten-tum

revolution-per-minute

source.

A. constant potential

precision

resistor

was applied across

which was rotated with a one-

synchronous motor,

This gave a good potential

ramp source which replaced the ref'erence potential
potentiostat

circuit.

The potential

source in the

changed at a rate of 200 mv:/min

from Oto 1 volt,
Constant Current Reductions
Some of the potentiostatically

oxidized electrodes

reduced using constant current to detemine
ances and whether there was silver
electrcd.es.

the total

(I) or silver

were

charge accept-

(II) oxide on the

The constant current reductions were carried out using

the same procedures as the constant current oxidations discussed in
the section on constant current surface area estimations,

The leads

from the constant current power supply were reversed from those shown
in Figure 4 of the first

section for the reductions,
Atomic Absorption

Some of the potentiostatically

oxidized electrodes

were

stripped of the oxide film in 0,5 F ammoniumhydroxide solution.

The

amo\lnt of silver which had been oxidized was then determined using
standard atomic absorption techniques,

CHAPTER
m
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Potentiostatic

Oxidations

Charge Acceptance Versus Potential
The total charge acceptance as a function of applied potential
for silver

is given in Figure 1 and Table 1.

electrodes

discussion which follows, five Regions-I
considered.

In the

to V--ot Figure 1 are

Graphs, of current versus time, typical of ea.ch region of

charge acceptance, are given in Figures 2 to 4.

Considerable dif-

ferences in the shapes of these graphs, in the times to reach the background current,
The first

and in the magnitudes of the current are observed.
measurable oxide :formation occurs at approximately

0.27 volt versus the

Hg-HgO

reference electrode.

increased from this value to 0.335 volts,

.

ance to 14.5mcoui/J-

As the potential

is

an increase in charge accept-

is observed as indicated

in Region I of Figure 1.

Fleischmann and Thirsk (12) have reported that a thin silver
oxide film of small randomly oriented crystallites
conditions similar to those of Region I.

is formed under

They suggest that this film

controls the rate of reaction and the extent of charge acceptance.
This suggestion will be discussed further
potential

in the section on the

sweep experiments.

is increased from 0.335 to o.400 volt, the
2 as indicated in
charge acceptance decreases from 14.5 to 6,5-mcauJ./em
As the potential
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(volts vs. Hg-HgO)

Fig. 1.--Plot of charge acceptance per unit area
The plot was made using
versus applied potential.
silver foil and wire electrodes.
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TABLE
1
CHARGE
ACCEPTANCE
AS A FUNCTION
OF APPLIED
POfi3TIAL
(CONST.ANT
THROUGH
A SPECIFICOXIDATION)
Potential
(volts)

.27a.5
.2888

.3004
.3110
.31.5.5
.3200
.3230
.3236
.3310
.3320
.3384
e.3387
.,3402
•.3430
.3610
.3725
.3842
.4004
.4126
.4245
.4414
.4.587
.4688

.Li866
.4880
e4987
.5079
.5105

.sio9

•.5220
•.5.317

.s:r,s
.5547
•.562.5

o.5743
•.5790
.,584.5
.5910
.6016
.61,34

.6335

r = f'oil

=wire

Charge Acceptance
per unit area
(mcou.J./c-al-)

t
t

8

Electrode Type
w

t
r
f

t
f

:r
:r

f
f

r
t
t
t

t

t
t
t

r

t
r

f'

w

f

t

W'

t

r
r

W'

f

W'

w

r

r

w
f

W'
W'
W'

Time Required to
Reach Bac~round

1

28

40
106
94
114,114,106
121,118,110,118
129,137,141
141
143
145
117
102,94,90
86
70
62

.58
63
86
94
11.3
117
104
11.'.3
130
100
121
102
130
119
122
1.30
486
471
392
127
16.5
71
69
99

(min

41
46

48
18

---

-

12

13

20
-JO
-28
-37
96
11

4
3.5
8
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TABLE1-Continued
Potential
(volts)

.6604
.71

Electrode Type
f = foil
w = wire
w

w or f

Charge Acceptance
per unit a~a
(mcouJ../cm)

8923

oxygen evolution

Time Required to
Reach Background
(min)

4 days

* After 180 minutes the current was still several times background current; therefore, not determined (n.d.).
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Fig. 2.-(a) Plot f'rom recording of current now versus time
for region I of Figure 1. Potential Oa3310volt (versus Hg-HgO)
(b) Plot from recording of current now versus time tor region n
of Figure 1. Potential
o.4120 volts (versus Hg-Hg()).
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Fig. J.-(a) Plot from recording of current versus time for
region III of Figure 1o Potential 0.5625 volt (versus Hg-HgO)
(b) Plot from recording of current versus time for region IV of
Figure 1. Points A, B, c, and D represent points at, which the
oxidation was interrupted and the surface of the electrode was
examined. Potential 0.,5845 volts (versus Hg-HgO).
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Fig. 4.-(a) Plot from recording of current versus time for
region V of Figure 1,. Potential o.66o6 volts (versus Hg-HgO)
(b) Plot from recording of cmrrent now versus time for region V of
Figure L Potential o.6860volt (versus Hg-HgO)o Ox;ygen evolution
was noted at the potential.
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Region II.

The comparison of Figure 2(a) with Figure 2(b) shows that

the current is higher initialzy

but the time

to reach the background Cl1l'Nllt is much less.

required

total

at the higher potential,

Therefore, the

charge accepted (the area under the current-time

curve)

is smaller

at the higher potential.

If the rate and extent of the reaction

controlled by tb.e initial

oxide film, it seems possible that tb.e higher

potential

has produced a thicker film.

oxide at first,

nowincreases
film

This al.lows rapid growth of

on the surface of the film,

density is forced to

nowthrough

11l11ch
more quickl.y.

are

but as a greater current

to current

this film, the resistance
At the lower potential

the initial

is not as thick, and growth on the St.lrface of ·the film

may

con-

tinue for a longer period of time, resulting

in more charge acceptance

per unit area.

plots in light of this

suggested

Analysis of the current-time

model is not complete.

As 1nd1oated 1n Region nI of Fip.re 1, the increase of potential
from o.400 to 0 •.554volt results
f'rom 6.5to 130 mcouJ./J-.
volt,

results

in the charge acceptance increasing

The next increase of potential,

in an almost four-fold

to 0 •.560

increase in charge acceptance to

486 mcouJ./ml-. After this second maxi.mum, the charge acceptance
2 , with a further increase of potential to
decreases to 70 mcoul./cm
o.610 volt shown as Region IV of Figure 1.

The current-time

Figures 3(a) and .3(b) show the changes in this region.

curves in

Figure .3(a)

shows an increase in the rate of the reaction after a short period of
time and then a decrease to the background current.
current peak shifts

to the left

at higher potentials,

This second
Figure J(b).

The second current peak grows in magnitude with increased potential

77
until at o.660 volt it is greater than the first

current peak,

Figure 4(a) • .U the evolution of oJcy"gen,Figure 4(b), the first
second peaks are so close together that

they appear to be one peak

on the time scale on which the current-time

plots were recorded.

Thq can be resolved, however, using a taster

chart speed.

Several runs were made at the potential
The reaction was interrupted

and

at points A, B,

given in Figure 3(b).

c,

and D and the surface

of the electrode was exam1ned. At point A the surface had a thin brown
film as was seen in the oxidations

at lower potentials.

At point B

a ring of black oxide had formed at the edge of the electrode.

At

point C this black oxide ring had grown in tova:rd the center of the
electrode.

At point D the surface of the electrode was completely

covered with this black oxide.

The brown color is characteristic

Ag20 and the black color characteristic

of

of AgO.

Comparison was made of values for charge acceptance in Region IV
measured by (a) integration
tion at constant current.

of the current-time
The results

plots and (b) reduc-

are given in Table 2.

values agree best in oxidations which required a relatively
time to reach the background current.

These
short

The KOHsolutions used were

saturated with. Ag2o to inh!bit dissolution of the oxide.
In Region Vat the potential o.6,36volt, the charge acceptance
increased to 100 mcoul/ear • At the potential

o.660 volt the background

current was reached after four days, at which time the electrode
showed a charge acceptance of 8923 mcoul/ em2 • This is almost a twentyfold increase over the charge acceptance observed at the second ma:x:i.mum
(486 mcoul/em2 ). As shown in Figure 4(a), this large charge acceptance

TABLE
2
FROM
(1) CURRENT
INTEnRA.TION
ABD(2) BEDUCTION
AT
CHABGE
ACCEPTANCE
CONSTANT
CURRDlT
IN RmIONIV, FmURE t.
Potential.
(volts)

Charge from
Current Integration
(meoul./~)

Charge from
Reduction

Oxidation

Time of First
Reduction Plateau

(mcoul./~)

Time of
(min)

(min)

Time or Second
Reduction Plateau
(min)

0 •.562.5

l.t86

372

96

0.21

2.27

0 •.584,5

127

122

11

0.14

o.66

0.6016

71

69

4

0.0.5

o.42

0.6134

69

69

3•.5

o.o4

o.40

0.637.5

99

90

8

0.10

0•.50

~
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is accompanied by a third
corresponded
associated

current

maldmwn. The second current

to tb.e formation ot AgO. This third maximum may- also

with an oxide formation.

As the potential

is increased

maldnrnmgrows in magnitude just as did the AgO current

ot ox;ygen, however, limits

evolution
diffraction

patterns

were •de

its

oxide lines

(II)

growth, Figure 4(b).

i.e.,

only silver

be

the
The

maximum.

on the oxide formed in this

they 1!Jhond no new oxide stra.cture,
silver

maldnmm

X-ray

region,

but

(I) and

were present.

These data are in agreement with the work ot Malaohesky and
Jasinski,

at least

formation.

in the regions

The third

reaction

of silver

(I) and silver

which may indicate

oxide.
silver

Hickling

This could be the formation

and Taylor stated

which decomposes to silver

(II)

stages in the oxidation
Cahan and co-workers

oxide formation
before

Graft and Stadelmaier
silver
oxide.
silver
solution.

(II)

in this

region,

of silver

(m) oxide
(III)

oxide at

(6)(17)(18)

(6) give some evidence for silver
(II)

oxide plateau

of oJcygen in a constant
(17) also found silver

oxide and even report

Other workers dispute
(III)

of silver.

at tb.e end of the silver

the evolution

(m)

Other workers have also

cited exper:t.mental evidence tor the existence
various

of silver

that at potentials

oxide (16).

of

or by

with a thin film of silver

(I) oxide covers itself

oxide

the formation

another oxide was not repori.ed by Malach.esq and Jasinski
FleistWDa:nn and Thirsk.

(II)

current
(III)

oxide, but a mixture

or oxide

Casey and Moroy (18) oxidized

and just

oxidation.

oxide mixed with

some x-ray data tor silver

the x-ray data and sq

(III)

(III)

it is not

and other anions from the

silver

0

at -4o C and reported

·,so
the definite

ex1stenee of silver (m) oxide at the ·t:1meoJcy"gen
was

being evolved ott the surface ot the electrode.

the silver (m)
silver (II)

tn,

all these papers

oxide was reported as unstable and decaying to

oxide.

The data p;resented here are onl,1'p:r"'1:h1,:oa171n :nature and
therefore they- are not sufficient

to pNsent a COJ!J.Pl,ete
oxidation

mechanism.
Atomic Absorption
The results of a comparison of the total charge acceptance a1
determin-,d by (A) the current-time integral,

(B) constant OV'rent

reductions, and (C) amount of silver e>xidized, as a function of
applied potential,

are given in Figure 5. While the resulta are

inconclusive as to the relationship

ot each plot to the other plots,

they- do show the same maxi.Daum-mini. relation~ps.

AU three •thod.a

should give tb.e same charge acceptance, at least in the potential
where on]J silver (I) oxide is being produced, below .550 volt.
fact that the C11rND.t-timeintegral

The

is higher for all th• oxl.dation1

indicates one of three things could be happening•
efficiency mq not be 100 per cents i.e.,
during

re~on

the oxidation does not fora silver

(1) the CUl"ND,t

all the C\U"re.ntthat

nows

(I) oxide, (2) some type of

auto reduction ot the oxide fomed ru:r be occ1u-r'-1lfhor (3) there :may
still

be some degree ot dissolution

of oxide off the surface of the

electrode even though the solution is saturated in silver (I) oxide.
The reason for the d;lscrepanq between the constant current
reduction plot (B) and the plot made from atomic abso~ti.on data (C)
is not fully

understood.

Perhaps it only renect•

9XJ>$rimentalel"l'<)r,

·at

280

-.......
11
240

1
-!
◄

200

i

~

!

160

Cl)
C)

tI

120

C)

◄

Cl)

~

~

80

40

o.28 0.:,2 0.36 o.40 o.44 o.48 0 •.52 o~.56 o.60
Potential

Versus Hg-HgO

Fig. s.-Plots
of charge acceptance versus applied potential
as detel'lllined by (A) current-time integral, (B) constant current
reduc'hion, (C) atomic absorption.
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since some of the points are the same and one of the atomic absorption
points is higher t.han tb.e constant current reduction point.
Tae dotted line which. appears in Figure 5 above

o.540volt

represents the silver (I) oxide ch.arge acceptance as determined by the
(I) oxide reduction plateau.

length of the silnr

Just as the oxida-

tion of silver at constant current has two plateaus,

one tor the

(I) oxide and one tor the :formation of silver (ll)

:formation of silver

o:clde, so does the reduction potential-time

plot.

Tae solid line

represents the total charge acceptance determined from the constant
Clll"rent reduction.
Potential Sve!J? Oxidations
The results

of the potential

SW$8poxidations are given in

Figures 6, 7, and 8. Figures 6 and 7 show the current time plots for
the oxidations 1n saturated electro:cyte of va?'3:ingpH. One ot the first
things

noted

was tb.e

presence of a small initial

oxidative stage in

addition to that of the formation of silver (I) oxide, silver
oxide, and o~gen.

(ll)

This is best shown in Figure 7(b) as peak (a).

The formation ot silver

(I) oxide takes place at peak (b).

The forma-

tion of silver (II) oxide takes place at peak (c), and the evolution
of oJcygen was first

noted at point (d) •

Dirkse reported
potential

of the silver

a sim1lar curve for a continuously' changing
electrode in alkaline solution (13).

suggested that the initial
silver

He

peak (a) was due to the formation of a

(I) byclroxide film on the surface of the electrode.

In light

ot Thirsk and Fleischmann' s work using electron microscopy and electron
ditfraction

techniques as well as x-ray diffraction,

peak (a) is more

o.a
o.6
o.4

0.2

1

J

2

4

Time (min)

(a)

6.o

--ffl

5.0
4.o

+>
i::

j

J.O
2.0
1.0

1

2
Time (min)

(b)

Fig. 6.-Plot
of current versus time for linear
potential sweep. Rate of sweep was 200 mv./min. (a) pH= 8.2
(b) pH= 10.2.
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6.o

--.I..,

J

.5.0

4.o
3.0
2.0

1.0

1

2
Time (min)

(a)

12.0

--.a..,

J

:,

4
(e)

10.0

a.o
(b)

6.o
.5.0

4.o
1

2

Time {min)
{b)

:3

Fig. ?.-Plot
ot current versus time for linear
sweep. Rate of sweep was 200 mv/min.
(a) pH= 12•.5 (b) pH= 13•.5.
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the .tol"IIIB.tionof the highly

likely
film

of silver

resistive,

randomly oriented,

thin

(I) oxide mentioned in the introduction.

One possible approach to determine the :nature of this initial
film is to use the Flade potential-pH

relationship•

Er- .0,58 pH.

Er=

The Flade potential is the potential

above wb.ioh an oxide surface film

is formed (19).
A plot ot the potential

at which the initial

began versus pH is given in Figure 8.

oxide formation

This plot was extrapolated

to a

pH of zero, and a value of 0.90 volt for Er versus the mercurymercuric oxide electrode was obtained.

value tor Er

The theoretical

based on the fol"IIIB.tionof an ordered oxide is 1.28 velts versus the
mercury-mercuric oxide electrode
E, i.e.,

A

-G

O

=

•n

O

Since AG is proportional

to

F E, one can see that the free energy for the
0

formation of the electrochemical
for the formation of a structured
reasonable,

(20).

film,

at 0.90 volt,

i.s greater than

oxide, at 1.28 volts.

This is

since the free energy of formation of a disordered oxide,

a glass for example, is indeed greater than for the formation of the
structured

oxide.

Another possible .interpretation

which is more meaningful in

terms of dete1"11dn:h1g
the nature and extent of the structural

defects

was presented by PaYor in a paper on the signi:f'ieanee of the Flade
potential

(21).

structure

of passive films is assumed to be uniform; however, the detect

concentration
will

He proposed a model where the gross er;ystallographic
of passive films having thickness of the order of 100 A

be tar from uniform and will

result

in a marked departure from
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Fig. 8.-Plot of potential of initial
oxide
formation versus pH of saturated electrolyte.
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stoichiometry,.

Im.tial.JJ" the nature ot the defects yields an n-type

semiconductor because of a considerable number of o::x;vgenion vacancies
where electrons are trapped near the metal-oxide interface.
film thickens,

As the

a p-type semiconductor film forms on top of then-type.

This is because of a number ot metal. ion vacancies creating positive
holes in the lattice.
plane representing

The entire initial

film

is then a s1ngle oxide

a p-n type semiconductor.

It the above model is accepted, it is clearly meaningless to

attempt to calculate

0

Er in terms of f'ree energies of tol"lll&tion of bl1lk

oxide.- Estimations will have to be based on the free energy of
fo:rmation ot energy-rich,

highly

defective

oxide films.

Perhaps these

measurements can be made using some semiconductor techniques (22).
At high pH values the true Flade potential

is sometimes masked

by the increased exchange rate between the oxide ions and the
~

hydroJC1'l ions,

400 mv {23).

which gives erratic
The plot of potential

follow the predicted
Fla.de potential

potentials

over as much as

versus pH in Figure 8 does seem to

equation, which indicates

is not masked.

spreading

that,

in th.is case, the
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APPUiDIX
ORALPROPOSITION
EXAM
February 3, 1969
Background
Chronopotentiometry has had only limited application
inTestigation

of the rates of fast reactions

three factors

have contributed

in solution.

to this limitation,

At least

1) rate con-

stants found by electroche:mieal methods often differ
from those determined by other methods.

to the

considerably

Such differences

mu.st be

expected, since the potenti&l gradient in the reaction layer next to
the electrode

is high.

This gradient will affect

ions and thus the rate of reaction
lations

(1);

the distribution

2) most theoretical

reported have been done using convolution integrals

standard numerical technique,

e.g.,

calcuof a

the Newton-Raphsen method (2).

While the Newton-Raphsen method works well, certain
computor program have to be drastically
system is considered.

of

statements in the

modified each time a different

Occasionally the Newton-Raphsen method will

produce a series that does not converge and a "bru.te force" method has

to be applied.
expense (2);
electrode

Programs for various systems may be purchased at some
J) great care must be taken in preparation

of the

and solution to assure all oJcy"genand other contaminants

are removed (J).
Thin layer chronopotentiometry,

90

a modification

of

91
chronopotentiometry,

does not have some of the inherent problems fomd

in the chromopotentiometric method. The thin layer electrodes
electl'Oactive

trapping limits

species in a thin film next to the electrode.
diffusion

and thus greatly- simplifies

involved :1n the interpretation
only

to irreversible

Proposition

This

the mthematics

The method has been applied

systems (5).

and Significance

A. modification

proposed.

of data (3).

trap the

of the thin layer chronopotentiometric

This modification

has three advantagess

method is

(1) it allows

extension of thin layer chronopotentiometry to reversible

systems, (2)

it allows the rate of a reaction to be measured :1n a period of time
when no current is fiowing.

potential

This will

decrease the effect of the

gradient on the system as was discussed in the first

tion above, and (3) it has a straight

limita-

forward mathematical approach

which negates the need for extensive computor programs.
Procedure
The method is best exemplified in the detendnation
~

kr and

for a i,.etal COJJIPlex.
M( s}~

~z(aq)

Jf& + y-x ~

'1cr

(1)

of

Make potential

electrode

ze-

~-x

measurements with a Luggin capillary

system in the cell:

KN0:3,1r_Y/platinum.

+

reference

metal/KNo , K,;I/ inert barrier
3

/

92
(2) Apply constant cu.rre:nt, 11 , such that kc(< kf, ~•
itz to reach a stead.y,state condition.
())

This allows

Allow current to flow for a period of 5 to 10 seconds.
of plateau formed due to ~z

potential

~

+

ze- half'

MeaSU1'8

cell with

M'"Z
in;

a steady state.
(4)

Interl,'"ll.pt current, triggering

relaxation

time, i.e.,

oscilloscope to measure potential

time requir3ci

for the system to reach equili-

brium.

(5)

Repeat the process using a higher applied current,

(6)

Use the equilibri\lll constant, Kc, and cal.cu.late

12•

kt and lcrfrom

the equations below.

Bff'ort and FacUities
Preparation o~ thin layer electrodes

aper:t.ntal

requires some etf'ort.

procedure, however, is straight torn.rd.

specialized equipment needed is a good oscilloscope,

The

The o:nl.y'
a digital

volt

meter, a constant current power supply, a:nd a timer.
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ABSTRACT
This dissertation

is written in two sections.

The f'irst

deal.s with the development of methods for the estimation

ef'f'ective electro~ic
trodes in alkaline

results

-methods of surface

of three different
Model pore electrodes

the reactions

in a pore.

-

these electrodes

Data. are presented

is given.

-

in alkaline

area estimation.

were also prepared and oxidized to study

Data for constant current oxidations of
.

Nquired

oxidations of'

Data are presented on the total

electro4'te.

acceptance versus applied potential
from the potential

elec-

comparing the

Tb.e second section deals with the potentiostatie

silnr

of the

surface area of rough and porous silnr
electrolyte.

section

for a potential

required to first

produce silver

range th.at runs
(I) oxide to that

to evolve o:x;ygenoff the surface of the electrode.

shape of this plot indicates

charge

The

the :to:rmation of two types of silver

(I)

oxide.

Three o:x:ida.tion reactions were noted.
tion of silver

oxide.

(I) oxide.

was the forma-

The second was the formation of silver

The nature of the third

some evidence indicates

The first

(II)

reaction is not yet Imownr however,

it is the formation of silver

2

(m)

oxide.

